Sweet servings

Danish pastries

Traditional
craftsmanship
Delicious, crispy
Danish pastries.

We’re bakers

At Kohberg we bake a wide range of Danish
pastries with very different looks and
flavours.
Naturally, we love the classics but there is
something truly fascinating about
composing new and innovative medleys of
flavour. In addition to the classic Danish
pastries in our range, we offer exciting
new variants. Common to all our Danish
pastries is that they are made with
carefully selected ingredients.
All our Danish pastry doughs are made
with Danish flour without plant growth
regulators. We only use RSPO-certified
palm oil and UTZ-certificered chocolate.

We are 80 bakers
who bake for you
We are driven by passion. We bake bread and pastries that taste good and
we bake them right, with good ingredients and solid craftsmanship.

At Kohberg, we bake like
a high street bakery,
only on a slightly larger
scale. We take pride in
keeping proud Danish
baking traditions and
craftsmanship alive.

We are the largest
Danish-owned bakery.
Our three bakeries are
located at Bolderslev,
Haderslev and Taastrup
in Denmark.

Innovation and product
development are part of
our DNA. Our R&D team
responds consistently to
new demands and sets
new standards in our
market.

Our bread and pastries
are baked on a unique
combination of proud
baking traditions and
profound insight into
new trends and market
requirements.

Crisp and delicious

The secret of great
Danish pastry
A special lamination technique gives our Danish pastry its characteristic 24
layers.
Our bakers fold and roll the dough to create alternate layers of dough and fat.
At Kohberg, we use segregated and RSPO-certified margarine that is
specially formulated for use in making Danish pastry.
It is important that we keep the dough as cold as possible to prevent it from
raising and the layers from disintegrating. A cold dough produces a Danish
pastry with a crisp, layered structure.
At high temperature, the fat evaporates to create tiny pockets of air that, in
the end, give the pastry its characteristic crispy bite.
The Danish pastry dough is made with Danish flour from grain cultivated
without plant growth regulators or pesticides containing glyphosate.

A crispy bite in conjunction with a
delicious, well-balanced filling
makes the world of difference. The
filling adds much more than a little
extra flavour. Our bakers test and
sample until they find the sublime
combination that raises our Danish
pastry to a higher level.

Looking for genuine
Danish pastries
We can help you!
Get in touch for a chat about how we can help
you to grow your business.
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Trend and tradition
Contact the Kohberg team
to hear more about our
vegan Danish pastries.
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